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Thisstudyevaluatesthe effectof attenuationcorrectionon re
giorialmyocardialtracerdistributionsdefined by @Â°@T1
cardiac
perfusionSPECTimages obtalnedfromhealthyvolunteersand
patientswithcoronaryheart disease. Methods: Athree-detector
SPECTsystemequippedwithan 241,@j@
linesourceanda fan
beam collimator was used for simultaneous transmission/emis
sion (@Â°1TI)
tomography on 40 patients and 10 normal volun

cardiac SPEC!', artifactualabnormalities of regional
tracer distribution in the myocardium result from photon
attenuation in the chest. Since the structures within the

thorax differ greatly in density (e.g., bone, tissue, lung),
conventional attenuation correction algorithms assuming
uniform attenuation are not applicable (1). As a result,
several approaches have been described using conven
tional SPEC!' imaging systems for performing transmission
computed tomography (TCT) in an effort to directly mea

tears. UnCOrrectedemission images were reconstructed using
filteredbackprojection
(FBP),whereasthe attenuationcorrected sure the nonuniform density maps of the thorax (2â€”15).
images were iterativetyreconstructed with a regularized,least Measured attenuation maps can be used to iteratively re
squares algorithmutilizingthe attenuationmap computedfrom
construct the measured emission projection data to corn
the transmissiondata.Bothsets of imageswere reorientedinto
pensate for inhornogeneous photon attenuation in the
short-axis
and vertical
long-axis
slices.
Circumferential
profile
analysis was applied to both datasets of short-axis slices. chest.
Initialattenuationcorrection systems (3â€”5)
incorporated
Results: The normalvolunteers demonstrated improvedhomo
an
uncollimated
@â€œTc
flood
source
attached
opposite a
geneity in tracer distribution.For a basal short-axis slice, the
detector
fitted
with
a
parallel-hole
collimator.
To
eliminate
lateral-to-posterioractivityratio improvedfrom 1.17 Â±0.12 for
FBPto1.01Â±0.07.Basalattenuation
appeared
properly
corn photon crosstalk between the emission and transmission
pensatedas the peakbasal-to-apicalsliceactivitygradientalong windows, the TCT scan was obtained prior to radiotracer
the posterior-inferior
wallchangedfrom1.15 Â±0.12 forFBPto injection. This system had several disadvantages. The Se
1.01 Â±0.09. The apex of the attenuationcorrectedimages quential imaging protocol increased patient imaging time,
showed a significantdecrease in activityrelative to the base thereby increasing the probability of patient motion and
whichappeared consistent w@ianatomic wallthinning.For the rnisregistration of the emission and transmission datasets.
inferior and basal septal regions, the defect severity was Slightly Misalignment between the emission and transmission data
less in the attenuation corrected images, but the defects were will introduce errors into the attenuation corrected images.
more sharply defined compared to the FBP image defects. The second problem associated with this geometry was
Conclusion: These results indicatethat attenuationcorrectionis that the uncollimated flood source had a large photon flux
dinicallyfeasible and accuratelycorrects for photonattenuation. component not directed inline with the parallel collimation
Clinicalvalidation,however,is necessarytodefinethediagnostic of the detector. Consequently, this geometry has low sen
benefits.
sitivity, the highest radiation dose to the patient and atten
Key Words: transmission tomography;single-photonemission uation maps that have poor resolution and measure broad
computed tomography; coronary artery disease; attenuation cor
rection; cardiac imaging
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beam not narrow beam attenuation

coefficients. The key

advantage of this geometiy was that the imaging field of
view (FOV) was equal to the width of the detector (typi
cally 40 cm).

To decrease patient imagingtime and eliminate possible
patientmovement between the TCF and SPECF scans, the
TCT and SPECF data may be acquired simultaneously. A
Received
May10,1994;revision
acceptedOct24,1994.
consequence of simultaneous acquisition using dual-energy
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mission and emission windows. To minimize crosstalk in
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the count-poor emission data, the photon energy of the
transmission isotope was chosen to be less than the emis
sion photon energy. For @Tc
radiotracers(140 keV pho

collimator (diameters based on a 22-cm orbit radius). To
acquire sufficient counting statistics duringthe short dura
tion TCr scan, this system used a 3.33 GBq (90 mCi) @Tc

tons),Baileyeta!.useda â€˜53Gd
transmission
source(6)(97 line transmission source. By shielding the transmission
and 103 keV photons). For @Â°â€˜Tl
radiotracers, Frey et al.
chose @â€œTc
due to its availability and because initial at
tempts at finding a radioisotope with an energy less than
the 75 keV photopeak of @Â°â€˜Tl
were unproductive (7). In a
recent article, we proposed the use of â€œAm(60 keV pho
tons) for the transmission source (14). This isotope can be
used with both radiotracers and introduces the least
amount

of contamination

to the

emission

data;

however,

despite the prudentchoice of transmission isotope, simul
taneous TCF/SPECF acquisitions with a single detector do
not permit direct measurement of the energy window
crosstalk. As a result, the removal of crosstalk requires
empirical estimations which introduce bias into the mea

sured transmission and emission data.
To improve the sensitivity in the TCF and SPECT mea
surements, Manglos et al. performed TCT measurements
using a @Tc
point source opposite a conebeam collimator
(8, 9). With this geometiy,

there was a significant increase

in resolution in the attenuationmaps which now measured
narrow beam attenuation coefficients. The disadvantage of
this system

derives from the inherent

magnification

of

source during the SPEC!' scan, crosstalk contamination in
the emission data was eliminated and an estimate of the
crosstalk component in the transmission data was possible.
The disadvantages of this system were the sequential ac
quisition and the high photon flux of the transmission line
source. Although the TCT scan was short in duration,
misalignment errors between the TCT and SPECF images
due to patient motion can still occur. The high photon flux
of the transmissionsource can produce count rates exceed
ing the deadtime of the detector, especially if the patient
does not fill the entire FOV. if deadtime can be kept con
stant and equal to the reference scan in air, its effects can
be minimized. If, however, the deadtimevaries as a func
tion of projection angle and is not equal to the deadtime of
the reference scan, the transmission images will have arti
facts and will provide inaccurate estimates of patient atten
uation.
A scanning line source opposite a parallel-hole collima
tor is anothersolution to truncationandcrosstalk problems
(13). The advantages of this system are: (1) direct measure

ment of transmission-emission crosstalk using sophisti
cated electronic masking of the imaging area based on
position of the source and (2) minimal truncation in trans

conebeam collimators which produce truncatedprojection
data. Due to the incompleteness of the projection data,
conventional filtered backprojection algorithms produced a mission data due to the parallel-hole
collimator.
The dis
ring artifact around the imaging FOV which render these advantage of this system is an increase in patient imaging
algorithms clinically unusable. As a result, iterative recon
time because the transmission and emission data are ac
struction techniques are required to fill in the truncated quired not simultaneously, but sequentially in an alternat
regions of the image at an increase in computation time.
ing, interleaved fashion. To minimize the increase in pa
Twig, Gullbergand associates (11) used a three-detector tient imaging time, the transmission acquisition time is
SPECF system with a collimated line source opposite a reduced, resulting in noisier attenuation maps. Although a
detector fitted with a 65-cm fanbeam collimatorto perform stronger source can be used, as proposed in the fast TCT
simultaneous TCT/SPECT. Provided the projection data system, deadtime effects from the transmission source in
are collected in the transmission and emission windows this system affect both the emission data and the crosstalk
over 360Â°,this system directly measures the crosstalk in estimates. In addition, this system requires the most strin
the transmission window from emission photons and min gent quality assurance testing to ensure that the sophisti
imizes bias in the corrected transmission data. Similar to cated electronic masking hardwareis operatingcoinciden
the conebeam collimator, the limitationof this system was tally with the translating transmission source.
the inherentmagnificationof the fanbeamcollimatorwhich
A new TCT/SPECT geometry has been reported that
truncates the transmission projection data. Although allows simultaneous acquisitions while minimizing image
longer focal length collimators would decrease the degree truncation (15). In this system, a line source is positioned
of truncation, the orbit radiiof the two emission detectors opposite an offset fanbeam collimator (the focal line is
would have to be increased to prevent attenuation of the offset laterally from the center of the collimator). On a
edges of the transmissionphoton beam. Since resolution of triple-detectorsystem,the line sourceis attachedto the
the emission data degrades as the orbit radiusis increased, edge of one of the collimators and the offset fanbeam col
this tradeoffis not advantageous.It was determinedthat a limator is attached to an opposite detector. To maintain the
focal length of 65 cm minimized truncation when using source-to-collimator
focal length geometry,
the radii of the
patient contoured orbits.
source and offset fanbeam detectors are fixed at 28.4 and
Jaszczak et al. utilized the same TCF/SPECF geometiy
24.4 cm, respectively. This geometiy provides a transmis
and increased the focal length of the fanbeam collimator sion imaging FOV diameter of 37 cm (for a 40-cm wide
from 65 to 110 cm and proposed a fast TO.' scan (1-2 mm) detector). The disadvantage of this system is variation both
prior to the SPECT scan (12). The increased focal length of in emission image resolution as measured by each of the
the collimator increased the diameter of the transmission three detectors since each have different orbit radii. Addi
imaging FOV to 31 cm compared to 25 cm for the 65-cm tionally, there is partial masking of the detector to which
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the source is attached. As a result, the projection data
cannot be combined prior to reconstruction but must be
properly weighted (depth-dependent) to minimize image
resolution degradation and distortion during the recon
struction.
We chose to use a multidetector SPECF system with a
241Am line source and a 65-cm fanbeam collimator.

This

decision was based on the following considerations: (1) the
ability of a multidetector system to directly measure the
emission crosstalk in the transmission data to provide un
biased crosstalk compensation, (2) the photon energy of
the 241@j@
transmission photons (60 keY) is less than the
emission photon energies of both 201'fland @Tc
tracers
which minimize contamination of the emission tracer data
(14), (3) true simultaneous TCF/SPECT

acquisitions are

possible and (4) line source and fanbeam collimators are
commercially available. By using this system, we evalu
ated the effect of attenuationcorrection on tracer distribu
tion in the myocardium of healthy volunteers and patients
with coronaiy heart disease. Phantom studies (with and
without defects) were performedto validate the acquisition
and processing techniques and to provide reference mea
surements for the patient data. Attenuation-Correctedand
uncorrected 20111myocardial tracer distributions were
compared in normals and in patients with coronaiy heart
disease and defined tracer distributiondefects.
MATERIALS AND METhODS
ImagIng System
To performsimultaneousTCF/SPECFimaging,a collimated
line source holderwas attachedto the rotatinggantryof the
PRISM 3000 SPECF imagingsystem (Ohio Imagingof Picker
International,
BedfordHeights,OH).Thesourceholderwas po
sitioned opposite and parallelto one of the three detectors (detec
tor 1). This detector was fitted with a low-energy, general-pur
pose, fanbeam collimatorwith a focal length of65 cm (Fig. 1). The
transmission source consisted of a 5.55 GBq (150mCi) @Am
line
source (Isotope Products Laboratories, Burbank, CA) sealed in a
0.3-mm thick stainless steel tube with an active volume of 24mm

FIGURE1. lrna@ng
systemusedto perform
simultaneous
trans
mission-emissiontomography.Detector I , fittedvvitha fanbeam
collimatorand collectingtransmission and emission data, is located

beneath the table. Detectors2 and 3 are fittedwithparallel-hole
collimatorsand measure uncontaminatedemissionprojectiondata.
shieldedwitha curvedleadshieldwitha uniformthicknessof 0.76
mm to reduce

the beam

intensity

by 97%.

PhantomStud@s
Phantomstudieswere performedusingan ellipticalcylinder
(31 x 27cm)with lung,spineand cardiacinserts (DataSpectrum
Corp., Chapel Hill, NC). The lung inserts consisted of a mixture

of foambeadsandwaterprovidinga lungdensityof 0.4 g/cm@.
The heartchamberwas filledwith56 kBq/mlandthe bodyand
lungswere filledwith 11kBq/ml @Â°â€˜Tl
to simulatean injectionof
111MBq (3 mCi)2Â°'Tl
with 6%uptakein themyocardiumand
thoraxwith a heart-to-backgroundratio of 5:1.A baseline/normal
study was acquiredwithout defects in the chamberwall. To in
vestigatetheregionaleffectsof attenuationandattenuationcorn
pensation on defect severity and extent, a 2-cm x 45Â°
cold defect

was placedin the basalportionof the â€œmyocardialâ€•
wall and
i.d x 240 mm. The line source was radiallycollimatedto a 50Â° transmissionandemissionimageswereacquired.Thedefectwas
fanbeamand axiallycollimatedwith 50.8 x 25.4 x 0.25mmstrips placed in the anterior, lateral, posterior and septal positions.
of leadfoilseparatedby 3.2 mmthickfoamspacers.Detectors2
and3 were fittedwith low-energy,high-resolution,
parallel-hole PatientStudies
The patientstudiesconsistedof healthyvolunteers(n = 10)
collimators.
Transmission and emission projection data were acquired in

with

no previous

histoiy

of heart

disease

and coronary

heart

64x 64matricesfor alldetectors.Projections
wereacquiredin 6Â° disease patients (n = 40) from the clinic population. Each patient
stepsovera 360Â°
circularorbitfor 16sec perstepfora totalscan underwent an adenosine stress study followed by a reinjection
time of 16 mm. An energy window of59.O Â±5.9 keV was used for redistributionstudy 4 hr later. The adenosinewas infusedover 6
usingaHarvardpump.Threemmafterthe
the @â€˜Am
transmissionphotons.Typicaltransmissioncountrates mmat0.140mg/kg/mm
rangedfrom 6 to 30 kcps, dependingon patient size, positioning start of the adenosine infusion, 111 MBq (3 mCi) of thallous
anddensity.Twoenergywindows,one at 74.0Â±9.25keVandthe chloridewere injectedintravenously.Imagingbeganwithin 15
otherat 167Â±12.5keV, were summedto record @Â°â€˜TI
emission mm.Forthedelayedstudy,thepatientwas reinjectedwith1mCi
data. The typical201'flcount rate for the patientstudieswas thallouschlorideappmximately15mmbeforereimaging.
Five of the coronary heart disease patients imagedwith this
1.53 Â±0.35 kcps. The projection data from the three detectors
were acquiredsimultaneouslyin both the transmissionand the protocolwere selectedfor presentationto illustratethe effectsof
summed201T1
emissionwindows.A 20-mmtransmissionâ€œblankâ€•
attenuationcorrectionon defectseverityandextentin relationto
scan (approximately 30 million counts) was acquired to compute defect positionwithinthe myocardium.In addition,the elliptical
attenuationlinelengthsinogramsfromthe transmissiondata.To constraint for the body outline required by the transmissionre
minimizedeadtimeeffectsduringtheblankscan,the sourcewas constructionalgorithmwillbe givenforeach patientalongwith an
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estimate

of the patient's

attenuation

map that is truncated

due to

theTCFimaginggeometiy.
DataProcessing
Reconst,ucted Attenuation Maps. Prior to reconstructing the

overestimatelinearattenuationofbone at 75keV based on the 60
keV measurement(14), simulationshaveshownthiseffectto be
insignificantfor the work presented in this paper.
Attenuation-Corrected Emission Images. Prior to reconstruct

ing the emission data, the uncontaminatedemission data from
attenuationmaps,the @Â°@â€˜fl
crosstalkin the transmissionprojec detectors 2 and 3 were summed, and the emission data from
tiondatawasremovedby transforming
the @Â°â€˜Tl
crosstalkprojec detector 1was correctedfor contaminationfrom241@j@
transmis
tion data in detector2 (datacollectedin @â€œAm
window)from sion photons(14). The correctedemissiondatafromdetector1
parallelto fanbeamgeometiyand subtractingthis fromthe trans was thenconvertedfromfanbeamto parallel-holegeometiyand
mission projectionsof detector 1. Pixels with negative or zero summed with the parallel data from detectors 2 and 3.
counts were assigned a value based on a weighted average of its
Fortheattenuation-corrected
emissionreconstruction,the fol
neighbors. Attenuation line length sinograms were computed from lowingobjectivefunctionwas minimized,
the naturallog of the ratioof blankto measuredtransmission
@

counts and were input to the iterative reconstruction process.

cI@(A)=

Due to the inherent magnificationof the fanbeamcollimator,
thetransmissiondataweretruncatedforthephantomandpatient
studies. Conventionalfilteredbackprojection(FBP)was incapa
bleof estimatingtheundersampled
regionsin theimageandsub
sequentlya ring artifactwas produced.For this reason, iterative
reconstruction
techniqueswereemployed(16).Basedon simula
tion reconstructions(17), we chose a weightedleastsquaresal
gorithm that minimizes the following objective function (18@19):

(y â€”FA)'Diag{o-

@}(y
â€”FA)

+p@

:@.:wj@(A@â€”A@,
Eq.3
j kENj

wherey is emissionsinogram,o'2 is the inversevarianceof y,
F = A . B is thesystemresponsematrixaccountingforgeometiy
(A) and photon attenuation (B) and Ais the radiotracer activity
concentration coefficient to be determined. The initial estimate to
this objective function was a first-order Chang-corrected FBP

image.Fromthis estimate,transaxialemissionimageswere re
@

constructed using eight iterations of Equation 3 with

@
@
@

+$@

@:
j kENj

Eq.1

= 2's.

The averageprocessingtimefor 18 slices was approximately2
mis.

The smoothnesspenaltyused in reconstructingthe emission
the inverse imageswas chosen to yield resolution similarto a FBP recon
variance ofy, A is the system geometric response matrix, and is structionwitharampifiterwithcutoiff,,(f,,= Nyquistfrequency).
theimageof linearattenuationcoefficientto be determined.Dur To makethis assessment,reconstructedFWHMmeasurements
ingthe reconstruction,a non-negativityconstraintis imposedon were made with a 20-cm od. cylinder ifiled with water containing
wherey is attenuationline lengthsinogram,o'2

/L. The second

term in Equation

1 acts as a smoothing

penalty(@

is

three

@Â°â€˜Tc
filled line sources ({x, y} reference coordinates from

center:{0,0},{8cm,0},and{0,8 cm}).Acquisitionwasperformed
weightsw@k
are 1 for horizontaland vertical neighborsand 1/'@T2witha circularorbitwitha radiusof 15cm. Forthe centralline
fordiagonalneighbors.N@representsthenearesteightneighbors. source, the reconstructed FWHM were 11.8 and 12.0 mm for the
Since the convergencerateof the algorithmdependson the FBP and attenuation-correctedreconstructed images, respec
initial estimate of p., we construct an initial estimate using the tively. For a line source at the edge of the cylinder, the recon
followingautomated process. An image is reconstructed using structed resolution was 10.9 (tangential) and 7.75 mm (radial) for
FBP, and the truncation ring artifact is removed by zeroing all FBP and 10.1 (tangential) and 7.67 mm (radial) for the attenuation
pixelsoutsideof thenontruncated
imagingarea.Fromthecamera corrected image.
orbitandtableposition,anestimateof thepatientoutlineis made
Unco,rected Emission Images. Emission images were recon
and inscribedon the FBP image.The area betweenthe truncation structedfrom360Â°
ofprojectiondatausingconventionalFBPwith
and patient boundaries is then assigned the attenuation coefficient a rampfilterhavinga cutoffof f,,.Negativeimagepixelswerenot
of tissue. Finally,the imagingtable is addedto the imageto zeroed.
producethe initialestimatefor Equation 1. The reconstructionis
Image Processing and Dirplay. Prior to reslicing, the FBP and
user-defined) which regularizes the ill-posed reconstruction. The

@

constrained by the outline of the patient and the imaging table.

attenuation-corrected

Withthe initialimageestimate,transaxialattenuationmaps
were reconstructedusing16iterationsof a cycliccoordinatede
scent algorithm(1819) that minimizesEquation1with = 216.A
cutoffof 16iterationswas basedon rootmeansquareerroranal

ing a three-dimensional Butterworth filter of order 5 with a fre

quency cutoff of 0.6sf,,. Uncorrected and attenuation-corrected
emissionimageswere reslicedalongthe same short and vertical
longaxes.Polarmapactivitydistributions
werecomputedforthe

ysis involving simulation and phantom studies. The average pro

defect-free phantom and the normal volunteer studies. The cir

cessingtime for 18sliceswas approximately4 mm. The attenua
tionmapswerethenscaledto a photonenergyof 75 keV using

cumferentialsamplingused in constructingthe polar maps fol

images were ifitered postreconstruction

us

lowed the methods of Garcia et al. (21). Unlike polar maps where

eachsliceprofileis normalizedindividuallyto 100%,themapsin

@Lr(75
keV)
i@t(7SkeV) = i.@r(60keV) !Lt(60keV),

Eq.2

wherep1(lSkeV)andp@(60
keY)arethe linearattenuationcoef
ficients of tissue(tis)for the @Â°â€˜Tl
and @Am
photons, respec

this study were normalized to 100% as a whole. For the phantom

andpatientdefectstudies,circumferentialprofileswere computed
from the short-axis slice through the center of the defect. In
normalizing the FBP and attenuation-corrected circumferential

transmission photons, respectively (19). Although Equation 2 will

profiles,the maximumprofflevalue averagedover a 30Â°
segment
(5points)
intheFBPprofilewasdetermined
andsetto100%.The
attenuation-correctedprofile'wasthen normalizedusingthe same
angularrange.
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tively. In this work, we have used p.@th(75
keV) = 0.183/cm for
20111 emission

photons

and

p@(60

keV)

= 0.197/cm

for

@â€œAm

RegiOnal Activity Distribution

In Phantom

ANT

(A)

Heart

ANT

SEP

LAT

SEP

I LAT

(B)
INF

UncorrectedFBP

Aftenuatlon Corrected

FiÃ UÃ E3. Polarmap activitydistributionin the heart wall (no
defects) of an anthrOpOmOrphiC
chest phantom. The attenuation
corrected distilbutionshows improved homogeneity in actMty corn
pared to the uncorrected distribution.The maps were nOrmalIZedto
the percent maximal activityInthe heart wall.

(E)
corrected short-axis images (Fig. 4C). The defect severity
in the heart wall of the chest phantom did not change
significantly as a function of position and was not signifi

I

Ac.-.
@

candy

(C

andEs
torn wfth no defects present in the heart wall. The reconstructed

attenuation map used to correct the emission data for photon stan
uation is displayed in (A).The decreased actMly in the kiferiorwall
resulting from photon attenuation is evident in the uncorrected var
tical long axis compared to the attenuation-corrected images.

RESULTS
From the phantom measurementswithout defects, FBP
and attenuation-corrected short- and long-axis slices are
presented in Figure 2 and the polar maps are displayed in
Figure 3. The heart wall of the chest phantom is uniform in
thickness from base to apex and is expected to be uniform
in activity distribution. The attenuation-corrected short
axis images showed the expected uniform activity distribu

tion from base to apex. Conversely, the uncorrected FBP
short-axis images were not uniform in activity (anterior
posterior ratio = 1.24), and the long-axis slices exhibited an
activity gradient of 0.84 from base to apex in the posterior
segment. In a comparison of heart-to-lung ratios, the ratio
from the attenuation-correctedimages (4.7:1) was in better
agreement with the injected activity ratio (5:1) when com
pared to the FBP images (2.0:1).
From the phantom data acquiredwith a 2-cm x 45Â°
cold
defect, the polar maps were constructed from both uncor
rected FBP and attenuation-corrected images with the de
fect in the lateral, anterior, septal and posterior positions
(Fig. 4). Both sets of polar maps were normalized to the
maximal activity in the entire heart wall. To quantify dif
ferences in defect severity (minimum percent activity in
defect) and size, circumferentialprofilesthroughthe center
of the defects were calculated from FBP and attenuation
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different between

the FBP and attenuation-cor

rected images. To estimate defect size, the defect profiles
were fitted assuming a Guassian distribution and the
FWHM values in Table 1 were obtained. From these data,

defect size did not differappreciablybetween the FBP and
attenuation-corrected profiles with the exception of the
posterior positioned defect. The resolution of the posterior

defect improvedwith attenuation.The apparentdecreased
defect resolution for the posterior and septal positioned
defects is due to the spatial depth variant resolution inher
ent in SPECT imaging.

In Figure5, midventricular
FBP andattenuation-cor
rected short-axis slices are shown for a 38-yr-old normal
male volunteer (90 kg, body outline: 41 x 31 cm (major and
minor axes diameters), 53%truncationof transmission im
age). Averaging the profile data acquiredfrom the ten nor
mal volunteers, tracer distributionsfor the FBP and atten
uation-corrected

cases

were

calculated

and

are

displayed

in the segmented polar map format (Fig. 6). In the polar
maps of Figure 6, the rings of the heart proximal to the
apex

have

been

further

segmented

into

apical

and

basal

bands where the short-axis slices used in generating the
maps were evenly divided between the two bands. For a
basal short-axis slice, the lateral-to-posterior

activity ratio

improved from 1.17 Â±0.12 for FBP to 1.01 Â±0.07 for
attenuation correction (p = 0.009, paired t-test). Basal at
tenuationappearedproperlycompensated as the peak bas
al-to-apicalslice activity gradient along the posterior-infe
nor wall changed from 1.15 Â±0.12 for FBP to 1.01 Â±0.09
for attenuation-corrected(p = 0.0002, pairedt-test). These
values demonstrate the increased homogeneity in attenua
tion-corrected myocardial activity compared to FBP. In
addition, the attenuation-corrected images displayed de
creased tracer activity at the apex. This is consistent with
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FiGURE 4. UncOrrected(A)and attenuation-corrected(B) polarmap actMtydistilbutionsof a heartphantomwftha 2-cm x 45Â°cold
defect. Normalized circumferentialprofilesthrough the defect are provkied in (C).

anatomical apical thinning and the known partialvolume
effect inherent in SPECT imaging.
To illustrate the effect of attenuation correction on fe
male breast-relatedartifacts, Figure 7 shows the short-axis
slices from a 58-yr-old woman with large breasts (73 kg,

removed the depression in anteroseptal wall activity con
sistent with a normal left coronary artery.
The stress short-axis slices from a 61-yr-oldwoman (70

body outline: 40 x 28 cm, 46% truncation of transmission

shown

image).

FBP and attenuation-corrected circumferential proffles
demonstratedlittle difference in the severity of the anterior
defect. The increased severity (+13%) and extent of the

Angiography

had

demonstrated

a normal

left cor

onaiy artery and a 70% stenosis of the proximal right
coronary

arteiy.

From

the

FBP

circumferential

proffle,

there was a 16%reduction in anteriorwall activity which
was classified as a possible defect. The attenuation-cor
rected profflecompensated for this breast attenuation and
TABLE 1
Defect Profile Fithng

Defect
positionFWHMFBPAttenuation
correctionAnterior
Lateral
Posterior
Se@52Â°

926

54!
90Â°
85@50Â°

55@
75Â°

82Â°

kg, body outhne: 40 x 28 cm, 46% truncation of transmis

sion image) with anterior and basal-inferior defects are
in Figure

8. A comparison

of the

corresponding

inferior segment defect in the FBP slice compared to the

attenuation-corrected slice was likely due to depression of

perfusiontracer activityresultingfromphotonattenuation.
Figures 9â€”11
demonstrate the effects of attenuation cor
rection on defects in and aroundthe inferiorwall. Figure 9
shows the stress short-axis slices of a 57-yr-oldman (60 kg,
body outline: 40 x 27 cm, 43% truncation of transmission
image) with a severe inferolateraldefect. For this patient,
correcting for photon attenuation reduced defect severity
from 29%of peak for FBP to 43%of peak for attenuation
corrected. Whereas defect severity diminished, defect def
inition improved. In Figure 10, stress short-axis slices are
shown

for

a

57-yr-old

man

(70

kg,

body

outline:

40 x 29 cm, 48% truncation of transmission image) with a
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defect involving the inferiorwall. For this patient, the peak
defect severity decreased from52%in the FBP slice to 73%
in the attenuation-correctedslice, representing a compen
sation of 21% in the inferior wall due to attenuation-cor
rection. In addition, the extent of the defect was reduced
from 102Â°for FBP to 78Â°for the attenuation-corrected
profile. In Figure 11, the stress short-axis slices are shown
for a 52-yr-old man (82 kg, body outline: 40 x 30 cm, 52%
truncationof transmission image). Comparisonof the FBP

defect. Visual and circumferential profile analysis of the
attenuation-corrected slices, however, did not show this
defect. Angiography confirmed the attenuation-corrected
tracer distribution.The patient had undergone balloon an
gioplasty of the right coronary artery 3 days prior to the

images

DISCUSSION

to a normal,

male

polar

map

suggested

an inferior

ANT

ANT

75Â±
7

acquired

84Â±4
71

85

20111perfusion study and was left with only a 20%-30%

residual coronary stenosis.

By using a triple-detectorSPECT system equipped with
an 241@Jflline source, anatomic and physiologic tomo
graphic data can be measured simultaneously. The concur
rent measurements do not increase patient imaging time
and eliminate the need for spatial registrationof image sets

Normal Regional Tl-201 Tracer Distribution

@
@

FIGURE 5. Normal volunteer. Uncor
rected (B)and attenuation-corrected (C),
midventÃ±cularshort-axis s@ces from a
38-yr-old man (90 kg). NOrmaliZedor
cumferential profiles from these Slices
are depicted in (D). The reconstructed
attenuation map used to correct the
emission data for photon attenuation is
displayed In (A).
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The attenuation-corrected

specific normal databases

Aftenuatlon Corrected

Uncorrected FBP

separately.

images

from the healthyvolunteers showed excellent uniformityin
tracer distribution in the myocardium similar to normal
82Rband 62@PTSM tracer distributions seenroutinely in
PET (22,23). As a result, the dependence of tracer distri
bution on patient size and density was significantlydimin
ished. This behavior should eliminate the need for gender
(24), render obsolete many of

the rules adopted to compensate for attenuation artifacts
FiGURE6. Averagemyocardial@Â°@11
fr@ p@ uui@dlsthbu (25â€”29)
and permit narrower defect thresholds to be ap
lions fromten normal volunteers. The attenuation-corrected distribu
plied
for
identifying regions of hypoperfusion. These ben
tion shows improved tracer homogeneity compared to the uncor
rected distribution. The maps were nOrmaliZedto the percent efits should translateinto increases in sensitivity and spec
maximal activityin the heart wall.

ificity

for

@Â°â€˜Tl
perfusion

tomography

as

compared

to

(A)

FIGURE 7. Awomanwithabreastat
tenuatlon artifact Uncorrected (B) and
attenuation corrected (C), midventilcular
short-a@dsslices from a 58-yr-oldwoman

I

(72kg).The uncorrectedFBPcircumfer
(B)

.

(C)

entlal profileshows a 16% depressIon In

I

ectivityin
theanterlor-septal
regionwhich

tAT
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ANT

SE,

IN?

tAT

appears normal In the attenuatlon-cor
rected profile.The reconstructed attenu
ation map used to correct the emission
data for photon attenuation is displayed
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FiGURE8. A womanwithfixed anterior
and inferiorlesions. Uncorrected (B) and at
tenuation-corrected (C), midventÃ±cular
short

I

axis slices from a 61-yr-old female (70 kg).

The severity and extent of the anterior defect

I

didnotsignificantly
changeaftercorrectingfor
photon attenuation as seen in the circumfer
ential profiles (D). In the inferiordefect, atten
uation correction reduced the seve@y by
13%. The reconstructed attenuation map

usedto correctthe emissiondataforphoton

I
I

(8

attenuation is displayed In (A).

previously reported studies that did not use attenuation
As previously described, the primary disadvantage of
correction (30â€”34).
line source fanbeam TCF geometry is the truncation of
Circumferential profile analysis on stress short-axis transmission data. The degree of truncation depends on the
slices from five patients demonstrated: (a) proper correc camera orbit radius and the focal length of the collimator.
tion for breast (Fig. 7) and diaphragmatic(Fig. 11) attenu For the phantomstudy, the orbit radius(center of rotation
ation, (b) no significant difference in defect severity or to-collimator face) was 21.7 cm which provided a nontrun
extent between FBP and attenuation-corrected slices hay
cated transmission imaging FOV of 25.1 cm. Approxi
ing anterior or lateral defects (Fig. 8) and (c) significant mately 21% of the phantom area is truncated by this
decreases in attenuation-corrected defect severity (20%â€” geometry when the elliptical dimensions of the chest phan
30%) and extent compared to FBP for patients with defects tom (31 x 23 cm) are used. From Figure 2, it is evident that
in the inferior-posteriorwall (Figs. 9 and 10). Results from ourtransmission
algorithm
handlesthisamountof tnmca
the remaining35 patients not illustratedin this paperwere tion quite well.
consistent with these findings.
For the patient studies, the average orbit radius was

0

I
FiGURE 9. A man with fixed inferdateral
defect. Uncorrected (B) and attenuation-cor
reeled (C), midventÃ±cular short-axis slices

I

from a 57-yr-oldman (60 kg). Circumferential
profile analysis (D) showed a reduction in de

feet severity of 14% after correctionfor photon
attenuation. The reconstructed attenuation
map used to correct the emission data for
photon attenuation is displayed in (A).

FiGURE 10. A man withfixed inferoseptal
defect. Uncorrected (B) and attenuation-cor
rected (C), midventhcular short-ads ekes
from a 57-yr-oldmale (70 kg). CircUmferential
profileanalysis (D)showed a reduction in de
fact severity of21% after correctionfor photon
attenuation. The reconstructed attenuation
map used to correct the emission data for
photon attenuation @is
displayed In (A).
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FiGURE 11. Male patient wfth infetior
wallattenuation artifect.Uncorrected (B)and
attenuation-corrected (C), midventricular
short-a@dsslices from a 52-yr-old man (82

:L;

kg). There is 23% depressionin tracer ac

tMty in the infedor wall of the uncorrected
â€”0â€”

@D)
.

EAT

FBP image compared to the normal tracer
level in the corrected image (D). Mgio

UUCaENcIS4F$P

â€”â€¢-ANT

SEP

NP

EAT

graphic data supported the attenuatlon-cor
reeled images. The reconstructed attenua
tion map used to correct the emission data
for photon attenuation is displayed in (A).

23 Â±1.1 cm. This radius provides an untruncated trans
mission FOV diameter of 24.4 cm. The average elliptical

fanbeam collimator by minimizing equation (1) and using
an elliptical support of 41 x 29 cm for the body outline.
supportfor the body outlineused for the patientstudies From a qualitative comparison, the iteratively recon
was (40 Â±2) cm x (30 Â±3) cm. Based on these dimensions, structed (truncated) images in row B agree well with the
the average patient torso area was truncated by approxi FBP untruncated images in row C. There is, however,
mately 50%. To assess the ability of our transmission al some distortion evident in the iteratively reconstructed
gorithm,we performedTCT with a 5.55GBq @â€˜Am
trans images, most noticeably at the lung-tissue boundaries (i.e.,
mission line source on an 80-kgmale volunteer with a chest image 3 in row B) resulting from data truncation.
Quanti
circumference of 107 cm (width 40 cm, depth 26 cm), who tatively, there were no significant differences in regional
was imaged using a 65-cm focal length centered fanbeam attenuationcoefficients (rightlung:0.0593 Â±0.013/cm ver
collimator (PRISM 3000 System) and with a 55.5 cm focal sus 0.0575 Â±0.015/cm, tissue: 0.206 Â±0.010/cm versus
length collimator with its focal line offset by 16.1 cm 0.210 Â±0.011/cm, bone was not delineated) between the
(MULTISPECT III, Siemens Medical Systems, Hoffman images of rows B and C.
Based on the images presented in Figure 12 and visual
Estates, IL). The reconstructed images are displayed in
examination of the attenuation maps from the 50 subjects
Figure 12. Row (A) shows the FBP images from the cen
tered fanbeam collimator. The bright ring artifact depicts imaged, we believe that the transmission algorithmbased
the nontruncated transmission FOV. The images in row on minimizingthe objective function definedby Equation 1
(C) are FBP reconstructions of the offset fanbeamcollima provides accurate attenuation maps when the degree of
tor data. This projection dataset was essentially untrun truncation is less than 50%. The quality of the attenuation
and 12 confirm this state
cated and provides reference images for comparison. The maps shown in Figures 2, 5, 7â€”9
imagesin row (B)were reconstructedfromthe centered ment. For large patients with greater than 50% truncation

(A)

FiGURE 12. AttenuatIon map images of

(B)

a malechest.Imagesinrow(A)wererecon

(C)

I

structed from truncated transmission data
using FBP, whilethe images Inrow (B)were
fterative@y
reconstructed fromthe same trun
cated dataset The images in row (C) were
reconstructed from untruncated transmis
slon data using FBP. The fterativelyrecon
structed truncated images (B) agree well
withthe untruncated images (C) with some
sllghtdlstortlons evident nearthe lung-tissue
boundary of the truncated Images. There
were no significantdifferences in the atten
uation coefficients between Images of rows

B andC.
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in their transmission data, however, truncationdata losses
can result in undefined or unrealistically

dense body wall

ificity for myocardial perfusion SPEC!' when attenuation
correction is applied. Prospective clinical validation in
large patient populations is necessary to define the diag
nostic benefit of attenuation correction for qualitative and
quantitative analyses ofcardiac SPEC!' for the detection of
coronary heart disease.

tissue. An example of this type of artifactis seen in Figures
10 and 11, where the right lateral body wall is not well
defined or is absent in some areas. For these patients, we
recommend the use of a longer focus collimator (e.g., 110
cm) or a line source with a fanbeam collimator with an
offset focus. Patient size can be assessed easily prior to ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
imaging

and

geometric

requirements

can

be

determined.

We believe that this procedure is less time-consumingthan
sequential TC1'/SPECl' imaging and does not pose the
problem of misregistrationbetween the TCF and SPECF
data.
Although the imaging and processing methods presented
in this work correct for absorptive losses in the body, they
do not compensate for photon scatter in the body, which
degrade defect resolution and prohibits absolute quantifi
cation of tracer uptake. Based on the homogeneity of the
tracer uptake of 20111in normal volunteers and the close
agreement of this distribution with published 82Rb and
62@pThM distributions of PET, we hypothesize that
scatter

did not significantly

affect our normal database

maps. Because defect contrast is degraded by scattered
photons which can have a significanteffect on the efficacy
of the study, we are currentlyimplementingandvalidating
various multi-energy window scatter correction methods
(35,36) with our current imaging and processing protocol to

address photon scatter.
The variationof defect resolution as a function of defect
position (Fig. 4C) illustrates the necessity for compensa
tion for the variation in the geometric point response func
tion as a function of distance. The geometric point re
sponse function can be modeled directly in the system
matrix A in the objective

function

nary results from one-dimensional

of Equation

3. Prelimi

modeling improved de

fect resolution and decreased variation with defect posi
tion. The additionalmodeling increased computation time
from 2 to 4 nun for 18 slices, and the memory requirements
for the system matrix A increased from 4 Mbytes to 9
Mbytes for a 64 x 64 x 60 acquisition, but further valida

tion is required.
CONCLUSION
A triple-detector SPECF imaging system fitted with an
241Amline source and a fanbeam collimator was used to
demonstrate that transmission-emission tomography is
achievable in the clinic with acquisition and processing
stages each taking less than 20 ruin. With this process,
attenuation artifacts were effectively eliminated from the
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ton for theirhelpin dataacquisitionandprocessing.Thiswork
was supportedby NationalCancerInstitutegrantCA09015and
National Institutes of Health grants ROl HL41047 (MS), ROl
CA32846
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